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kbstr#et--An algorithm is developed, in a way similar to the method of undetermined coefficients, that finds 
the coefficients of the power series solution to the l~roblem y' = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) with y(0) = 0 directly from 
the coefficients of the polynomials P and Q. Of special interest is the case where P and Q are zero at the 
initial point, and the uniqueness or existence of a series olution is not certain. There is nothing inherent in the 
algorithm that limits the number of terms or the accuracy. The only requirement is that certain low-degree 
terms must be present in P or Q. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The differential equation dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y), when P(x, y)/Q(x, y) is analytic at (Xo, yo), 
admits to a unique solution y (x) which is analytic in a neighborhood f (Xo, yo) and reduces to yo 
at x = Xo. Without loss of generality, the problem can be translated to the origin. Being analytic, 
y (x) has a Maclaurin series expansion which converges within some neighborhood f the origin. 
If Q(0, 0) = 0, neither existence nor uniqueness of a series solution is certain. When P and Q are 
polynomials in x and y, the algorithm to be developed finds the coefficients of the formal power 
series solution directly from the polynomial coefficients. 
2. Q(0, 0)#0 
The polynomials P and Q are first written as infinite double series with only a finite number of 
non-zero terms, and the following notation is used: 
y = ~, C,jx and y'~ = ~, Cmjx ~. 
Multiply through by Q (x, y) 
d--; Q...x y = Qm.,x"y" dy . ,. 
. -om-o  ~x =E EP~'"x y " i l n~0m~0 
But 
~÷ 1 ® . . ,. dy 1 dy(y"+J) 1 C=+'JJxJ-J m + 1 j~-,.C"~~J+I(J + l)x J 
Y ~xx=m+l  dy m+l j .  , = 
x ~_, ~, Q=.,x ~ E C,,+,j+,(Ij + I)X'= E E P,~..x" ~., C,,.~x'. 
n--O m--O j - -m n--O m--O n- - rn  
Interchange order of summation and let k = n + j. 
Interchange order of summation again and equate powers of x. 
,-o~-o t (m + li C~+,.,-.~,Q~,. o. 
For k = O, C~.,Qo.o = Co.oPo.o. Since y° -- I, Co,o = l, Co.. = 0 for n > O, and C,,, = Po.olQo.o. For 
k > 0, separate the coefficients C,j of our solution by expanding (l). 
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*-'~ "-"~ [~'(k(m+l)- n  11 C, .+, . , . .÷ ,Q .... - C,. .k-.P,. . .} + C,.,Qo., 
n=Om=l  
k - ,  
-- Po.kC /~.o + ~_~ {(k - n + l)Ct .k-n+lOo.n -- Po.~C /~°.k-n} = O. 
tl =o 
Separate the C,.,+, term from the rest and let ] = k + 1. 
i=2 i - , I -1  • - -  
j--2 
+ ~-d (J -- n)C,.j-,,Oo.,, + C , . lOo . i - , -  Po.i-,. 
When ./= 2,  -2Qo.oC,.~ = C,.,Qo., - Po., + C~.~Q,.o- P,.oC,.,. Since C,.~ requires 
yp-iy = yp= ~. C~.~xj 
j=p 
(2) 
(3) 
Cz.., we use 
j - ,  
Cpa=k~p -, Cp-~.kC,.s-k for p,j  > 1~C2.2=(C,.,) 2. 
Thus, the coefficients of the series solution y = ~ C,.~x s can be calculated starting with 
(4) 
C,.,=Po.o[Oo.o, C2.2=(C,.,) 2, C,.2= C2"2Q''°-'P''°-PI'°C'''+Q°''C'''-P°'' (5) 
-2Qo.o 
and for each term C,.j desired after that, use (4) to find Cz.s, C~.s . . . .  Cjj, and then use (3) to 
compute C,.j. By saving all previously calculated values, we compute an upper triangular array 
whose first row consists of the coefficients of the power series solution. 
3. Q(0, 0)=0 BUT P(0, 0)40 
If we interchange role of dependent and independent variables and consider the equation 
dx/dy = Q(x, y)/P(x, y), we can use the algorithm just derived to find a series of the form 
= ~_ C,.sx j, where C,.k is the first non-zero term of the series. Then y can be expressed as a X 
series in the k-pie valued function x'tk and the origin is a branch point of the solution. 
4. Q(0 ,  0 )=P(0 ,  0 )=0 
Even though k = 0 in (2) no longer determines C,., if Q(0, 0) and P(0, 0) are zero, there still 
may be a series solution. For k = I: C~aQ,.o-P,.oC,. ,  + C, . ,Qo. , -  Po., = 0; C2.~ = (C,.,) 2. Thus, 
C,,, satisfies a linear of quadratic equation 
(a) 0,.o = 0, 00., # P,.o~ C,., = Po.,/(Qo.,- P,.o) 
(b) Q,.o = 0, Qo., = P,.o~ when Po.o = 0, C,., is arbitrary 
= when Po.o ~ 0, C,., is indeterminate (no series) (6) 
(P,.o - Qo.,) -+ x/ttP,.o - Qo.,) 2 + 4Q,.oP,.o], 
(c) Q,.o 0~ C,., 2Q,.o 
in which case there could be two solutions. To find the coefficients C,.k for k -> 2, separate the 
n=k- I  andm=l  terms in (2). 
~,.o ~, C.,+,.k-. . ,Q., . . -C,. . , - .P, . . . j  + ~=, (k -n  + l)C,.,-..,Qo.. 
. = ( ( re+l )  
+.~-o/~ 2k -2  "k  - n + 1) C2.k-.+,Q,.. - C,.k-.P,..} + C2.2Q,.k-, + C,.,Qo.k - P,.k-,C,., -- Po.k = O. 
k-I 
Replace C..k÷, in third sum by 2Ca.,C,.k + Z C,.iCJ.k+~-i derived from (4) and separate all terms 
j=2 
containing C,.k to one side. 
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(P,.o - kOo., - (k + I)C,.,O,.o)C,.k = c2...O ,.k-, - P , .k-,c, . ,  - Po.k + C,.,Oo.k 
k-n~=l( m~ [(k(m n -F ') C m + ,.k -n +, Om.n Cm,k-nPm,n} + 
o)  =. +1)  
k- - I  
,a (k+l )~c , ,c ,k+,_ ,+.~= 2 +l)C , .k - .+ ,Qo . .  + ~,,o- - -R- - -  l.~ • • (k -n  
• (- j=2  
+ ~. (k -  n + k -  n + I -  C, .k- .P, . . .  (7) 
n=l  2 
Note: A sum is zero if lower index exceeds upper index. 
For each coefficient Ci.k, the right side is divided by a(k )= (P, .o-kQo.,-(k + l)C,.,Q,.o). 
Should a (k) and the right side both be zero for some k, the coefficient is arbitrary; if a (k) is zero 
but the right side is not, the term is indeterminate, and computation must stop. However, the 
series so far determined is sometimes an approximation to the solution. 
The coefficients are computed in a different order in this case. After finding C,., from (b), for 
each k -> 2, compute C2.E and C3.k+,, C4.k+, . . . .  Ck+~.k+, from (4) and then CLE using (7). If c~(k) 
is zero for some k, the series is not unique or does not exist. Should the polynomials be of low 
degree, many unnecessary calculations can be omitted. If r is the highest power of x or y in P or 
Q, then any term involving Pro., or Q,~., with coefficients greater than r are zero and need not be 
included in the sums. This applies to the previous algorithm also. 
5. SUMMARY 
The algorithm consists of two parts and which one is used depends on the values of P(0, 0) 
and Q(0, 0). The part discussed in 2 and 3 guarantees a series solution, but in the case described in 
4, these could be none, one, two, or an arbitrary number of series solutions to the initial value 
problem. The only time the algorithm gives no information about the formal series solution is 
when Qo.o, Po.o, P,.o, Po., and Qo., are all zero. At least one of these linear terms must be present in 
the differential equation or a change of variables should be made to provide them. A flow chart is 
attached for reference. 
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